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New Crown Court and Court of Appeal recording and broadcasting regulations  

Open justice and court recording 

Cameras in court: Court of Appeal family proceedings and Crown Court sentencing remarks. 

The NMA has supported these latest developments in opening up the courts and has discussed 

operational arrangements with the MoJ and HMCTS.  

 Crown Court Sentencing remarks: New regulations on the recording and broadcasting of judges’ 

sentencing remarks in open court in have recently come into force. The Crown Court (Recording and 

Broadcasting) Order 2020 allows recording and broadcasting of sentencing remarks made in the 

Crown Court under certain conditions. A MoJ press release  provides further details and see also  

NMA coverage. The NMA has discussed the intended operation with the MoJ and HMCTS. 

Court of Appeal Family Proceedings: The Court of Appeal (Recording and Broadcasting) 

(Amendment) Order 2020 enables proceedings on appeal from a decision in family proceedings or 

an application for permission for such as appeal to be recorded and broadcast in the same way as 

other proceedings previously permitted under covered by the  Court of Appeal ( Recording and 

Broadcasting) Order  2013 

The Court of Appeal (Recording and Broadcasting)(Amendment) Order 2020 and the Crown Court 

(Recording and Broadcasting) Order 2020 came into force on 20 June 2020. 

In a House of Commons Second Delegated Legislation Committee debate on the Crown Courts Order 

in March 2020, Chris Philp MP, then Parliamentary-Undersecretary of State for Justice said: 

‘This order, (…), will open up our judicial system a little more. It will give the public a better 

understanding of sentencing remarks and why particular sentences are being handed down, and it is 

a welcome move to demonstrate openness and transparency in our judicial proceedings.’ 

The House of Lords approved both orders on 8 June 2020. Lord Keen of Elie, Government 

Spokesperson and the Advocate-General for Scotland, said in that instance: 

‘The Government are committed to ensuring that the justice system is open and transparent. Public 

understanding of how the courts work, and how judicial decisions are made, is important if we are to 

maintain confidence in the system. I believe that both orders before the House today will further 

these aims. They will give the public access to and insight into court decisions, while continuing to 

protect the integrity of the court and the rights of victims and defendants.’ 

He concluded the debate by making it clear that this was an ongoing process: ‘I hope noble Lords will 

agree that these instruments are an important, necessary and, I would say, sensible and 

proportionate next step in ensuring that our courts are open and transparent. I observe that we are 

learning from the Covid experience of carrying on court processes remotely while ensuring that there 

is public access to those processes. We will continue to learn from the steps that are being taken’. 
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The Court of Appeal (Recording and Broadcasting) (Amendment) Order 2020 

The Court of Appeal (Recording and Broadcasting) Order 2013 allows for proceedings in the Court of 

Appeal to be recorded and for recordings to be broadcast, with some exceptions. 

The Court of Appeal (Recording and Broadcasting) (Amendment) Order 2020 amends the 2013 Order 

by removing the exceptions for appeals or applications for permission to appeal a decision in family 

proceedings. Proceedings in the Court of Appeal on such an appeal or application may now be 

recorded and broadcast in the same way as other proceedings covered by the 2013 Order. 

Speaking for the Government, Lord Keen identified this as a further step in opening up family 

proceedings: 

Family proceedings have long faced criticism in Parliament, and indeed in the media, for being 

insufficiently transparent. Historically, family proceedings have been more closed than those in the 

criminal and civil justice systems, with cases usually being heard in private. However, both the 

Government and the judiciary recognise the need for greater transparency, while at the same time 

protecting the privacy of often very vulnerable children and families. A careful balance must continue 

to be struck. Steps have been taken, and continue to be taken, to make family proceedings more 

open. This instrument should be seen in this wider context, as well as that of making the Court of 

Appeal, and the courts in general, more accessible to the public.’ 

The Crown Court (Recording and Broadcasting) Order 2020 

The Crown Court (Recording and Broadcasting) Order 2020 applies to the recording and 

broadcasting of sentencing remarks in the Crown Court made by the judge in open court. 

The effect of the order is that section 41 of the Criminal Justice Act 1925 (which makes it an offence 

to film in court) and section 9 of the Contempt of Court Act 1981 (which provides that it is a 

contempt of court to record sound in court except with the permission of the court) do not apply 

where: 

• Recording is only of the judge when making sentencing remarks in open court 

• Recording is by a person who  

o is permitted in writing by the Lord Chancellor to record sentencing remarks in court, 

and  

o assigns any copyright in the recording of sentencing remarks to the Lord Chancellor, 

for and on behalf of the Crown 

• Recording takes place only with the permission in writing of the judge and in accordance 

with any conditions imposed by the judge 

• Only material recorded in accordance with the above is broadcast 

• The broadcast does not breach any reporting restriction 

• The report or presentation of proceedings that includes a broadcast of sentencing remarks is 

fair and accurate having regard to the overall content of the report or presentation and the 

context in which the broadcast is presented, and 

• The broadcast is not for the purposes of a party political broadcast, advertisement, or 

promotion (except where such advertisement or promotion relates to a report or 

presentation of proceedings that includes a broadcast), light entertainment or satire. 
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Permitted broadcasters 

Government Spokesperson Lord Keen of Elie confirmed in the House of Lords debate on both Orders 

that the three key participants in the crown court sentencing remarks pilot project will be permitted 

broadcasters, plus Press Association and they will share the costs : 

‘There will be a list of permitted broadcasters, approved by the Lord Chancellor. The BBC, ITV, Sky 

and the Press Association will receive permission. Thereafter, it will be for the judge sitting in any one 

case to determine whether he will permit broadcasting of his sentencing remarks. He will not do that 

on behalf of any other judge or court. His determination will not be liable to appeal; it will be a final 

determination. Making an application will be an administrative process that the broadcaster will 

carry through by way of a written application, for which there is no charge. There will then be a 

decision on a case-by-case basis.’ 

And Chris Philp said in the House of Commons’ Delegated Legislation Committee  in March 2020:  

“For the largest cases, (recordings) may also be broadcast live, but with a time delay to make sure 

anything unsuitable can be intercepted prior to broadcast. A limited number of specified media 

companies—the larger ones, such as the BBC, ITV and Sky—will be authorised to do this, and one of 

them will nominate a film crew to film the sentencing remarks.” 

Copyright 

HMCTS will retain copyright of the footage, and HMCTS, MoJ and Judicial Office will be able 

to access any footage taken by broadcasters. 

Availability of recordings to the public 

According to Chris Philp, speaking in the March 2020 debate on the Crown Court (Recording and 

Broadcasting) Order 2020, filming will be available on the internet and, as mentioned above, the 

largest cases may also be broadcast live.  

Since a pilot for broadcasting appeal proceedings launched in 2018, selected live streaming of civil 

proceedings have been available on YouTube, with links to them posted on the Courts and Tribunals 

Judiciary website. Live streaming of proceedings allowed to be broadcast by the Court of Appeal 

(Recording and Broadcasting)(Amendment) Order 2020 will also be available through this web page.  

 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2020-03-16/debates/4d5c5790-321d-436a-864a-3be886057b5f/DraftCrownCourt(RecordingAndBroadcasting)Order2020?highlight=crown%20court%20recording%20broadcasting%20order%202020#contribution-BB75D366-99E9-4009-AAD3-DA1BAE5ECE90
https://www.judiciary.uk/you-and-the-judiciary/going-to-court/court-of-appeal-home/the-court-of-appeal-civil-division-live-streaming-of-court-hearings/
https://www.judiciary.uk/you-and-the-judiciary/going-to-court/court-of-appeal-home/the-court-of-appeal-civil-division-live-streaming-of-court-hearings/

